
11-4 Volume of Prisms and Cylinders

'olume is the space that a three-dimensional figure occupies. Since it is 3-D, it is measured in cubic units.

Cavalieri's Principle - If two 3-D figures have the same height and the same cross-sectional area at every
level, then they have the same volume.

The following prisms have the same height. Since the area of each cross section is 6 in2, by Cavalieri's
Principle, their volumes will be the same.
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The volume of a prism or cylinder is the product of the base area and the height. V -:::.~ ~

Find the volume of each of the following prisms or cylinders. Give exact answers and onswers rounded to the
necrest tenth. "Y:0~O/_nh
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5. The volume of '~Iin-der with height 8 in is 200 TT in3
• Find the length of the radius.
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6. Find the volumeof the right prism. (note: all anglesare right angles)
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7. The plane region is revolved completely about the v-cxis.
Describe the sold and find its .volumein ter,!,s of "!. ~
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8. A cylindrical "hole" (with diameter 6 cm) has been cut out of a prism. Find the volume of the remaining

solid. ~II~
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